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Winnie the pooh
ADVENTURE in the 100 aCRe wood

Things are never too scary when you have got a
best friend
-Bill Watters

Winnie - The Pooh, also called Pooh Bear, is a
fictional anthropomorphic teddy bear, created in 1921, by
author A. A. Milne. The Bishop’s Pre – Primary Section,
Camp presented WINNIE THE POOH – ADVENTURE IN

THE 100 ACRE WOOD on the 1st of October, 2022.

Winnie The Pooh in search of his favourite treat ‘honey’
goes to his best friend Christopher Robin’s house. But instead
of Christopher Robin, he finds a puzzling note. And from
there on starts…..the adventure of finding his best friend

and his favourite treat – HONEY.

The concert involved a lot of planning and hard work. The
practice sessions were fun, enjoyable and memorable.

Tyler Lobo was superb as Winnie the Pooh. He wowed the
audience with his dynamic dialogue delivery of a soft –
voiced, friendly, cuddly and loveable teddy bear. The other
main characters were – Arjan Tomar (Tigger), Gadin
Parekh (Piglet), Divyanshu Das (Roger the Rabbit), Ivaan
Abraham (Otis the Owl), Viansh Jain (Kanga), Isaac
Arokiaswami (Roo) and Ziaan Abraham (Christopher
Robin), who were equally good and did complete justice to
their characters.
The Directors, Mrs. S.Tinwala, Ms. C. Littlewood and Ms. M.
Anthony worked hard to bring out the best in these tiny
tots.

This Disney adventure was brought to life by Two Hundred
and Eighty children right from Nursery to Upper
Kindergarten. Their confidence under the bright lights and
in front of the large audience was commendable.
The amazing choir of the Upper Kindergarten children,
trained by Ms. G. Gonmei sang melodiously.

The well synchronized dances performed by our talented
children proved how dedicatedly they were trained by the
teachers of the Pre – Primary Section.

The costumes were fabulous and were well designed. The
make-up done by the teachers was impressive and it
brought the characters to life.

The props team lead by Mrs. C. Gaynor, Mrs. E. Pillay
and Ms. T. Silveira worked meticulously to create the
beautiful jungle scene, honeycombs, Christopher Robin’s
house and the highlight of the concert, ‘The Dark House
with the over flowing honey jar’. Their work was praise
worthy.

The lighting was effectively managed by Ms. C.
D’souza and Mrs. K. Mane.
A creative Power Point Presentation prepared by Mrs.
R. David brought the curtain down on the programme.

A big thank you to all the hard-working support staff and
the stage crew. Their hard work was well appreciated.
Our Principal Mr. Joel Edwin commended the children for
being so brave and confident while displaying their acting
skills. We thank you Sir for giving us this opportunity. All
this would not have been possible without the guidance and
constant support that we receive from you, and from our
Headmaster Mr. C. Gaynor and from our dear Supervisor
Ms. M. Barsay who is ever motivating and patient.
A special word of appreciation to our Pre-Primary
Coordinator Mrs. S. Tinwala for always trusting us, and for
her never-ending support, guidance and motivation.
All the parents and children had smiles on their faces,
and left the hall with a huge sense of pride and
accomplishment.

A day without a friend is like a single drop of honey left
inside
-Winnie The Pooh
Ms. Monica Anthony
Assistant Teacher

